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More than 70 stories of spiritual discovery compiled from Lifeline, Overeaters Anonymous'
international magazine of recovery. Explores such topics as the search for a Higher Power,
spiritual experiences before and during the program, tools for spiritual growth, and the
perspective of agnostics and atheists.
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Overeaters Anonymous, Inc.World Service Office6075 Zenith Court NERio Rancho, New
Mexico 87144-6424 USAMailing address: PO Box 44020Rio Rancho, NM 87174-4020
USA505-891-2664OA Board-approved.© 2007 by Overeaters Anonymous, Inc. All rights
reserved.The brief excerpts from Alcoholics Anonymous and AA’s Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions are reprinted with permission of Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc. (AAWS).
Permission to reprint these excerpts does not mean that AAWS has reviewed or approved the
contents of this publication, or that AAWS necessarily agrees with the views expressed herein.
AA is a program of recovery from alcoholism only—use of these excerpts in connection with
programs and activities which are patterned after AA, but which address other problems, or in
any other non-AA context, does not imply otherwise.PREFACECompulsive overeating is a
threefold disease, and the foundation of Overeaters Anonymous is threefold recovery: physical,
emotional, and spiritual. This book is a collection of stories and commentaries about spiritual
recovery.Written by OA members for OA members, these stories first appeared in Lifeline, OA’s
magazine of recovery. The opinions expressed are those of the individual authors and do not
represent OA as a whole. Their words are not intended to give definitive answers to personal
questions about spirituality; rather, they reflect many different experiences of spiritual discovery
and growth.Wherever you are in your spiritual recovery, may you find encouragement in these
pages.TABLE OF CONTENTSTitle PageCopyright PagePrefaceCHAPTER ONE:The Search for
a Higher PowerThese OA members were pleasantly surprised to learn that they could welcome
a Higher Power of their understanding into their lives.Spiritual AwakeningComing to Know
GodPositive Higher PowerA Self-Chosen ConceptWhat Does God Call You?Only Seventy
DaysTranscendence Is SpiritualMy Journey to BeliefThe Miracle of BeliefGod with Skin OnGod
and I TogetherKey to My HeartZapped with the SpiritFinding a New GodSteps to Spiritual
AwakeningCHAPTER TWO:Turning Our Lives and Our Will Over to a Higher PowerIt isn’t easy
to hand control over to HP, but these OA members found that the program would work only if
they did so.A Program BarometerLiving Every Day as It ComesWilling to Take ActionComplete
Confidence in GodPutting Things in PerspectiveIn God’s HandsAssembling Life’s PiecesWho’s
the Copilot?Keeping the FaithLet God Be GodLearning TrustLooking in All the Wrong
PlacesWho’s Driving the Bus?Sounds Like a Plan!Following GodSurrender Brings PeaceIt Will
Be OkayGuideposts to God’s WillThreefold StretchingSpiritual ConnectionsDiscerning HP’s
WillBeating the HatredCHAPTER THREE:A Spiritual Solution to Our DiseaseDeveloping a
relationship with the Higher Power of our understanding and working the Twelve Steps pave the
road to freedom from compulsive eating.A Road Out of InsanityPhysical Problem, Spiritual
SolutionThe OA DoorThe Inside TrackAnswers Sought, Prayers DeliveredCHAPTER
FOUR:Spiritual Experiences Before and During the ProgramGod brought these individuals to OA
—and kept them there.Miracle in MinneapolisNo Cuddles in the CupboardJustifiable Anger?
CHAPTER FIVE:Connecting with Higher PowerPrayer and meditation yield gratitude and



serenity, the gifts of the program.A Letter from GodGive It TimeMy Step-Three PrayerSix Little
WordsSpiritual Growth as I See ItGod, Me and the VCRTalking to HPWhose Will?My Daily
PrayerThe Gratitude PathThankful PrayersCHAPTER SIX:By the Grace of GodHigher Power’s
love and acceptance brought profound changes to the lives of these OA members.Humility,
Forgiveness and Step SevenA Spiritual ChoiceConnectionsWhat a Relief!Asking for
TransformationSerenity to the Nth DegreeFed from WithinFormula FollyThe Teacher
AppearsTrue BlessingsNew Spiritual StrengthHow I Found JoyCHAPTER SEVEN:Agnostics
and Atheists: A Unique PerspectiveSome OA members found the spiritual principles of the
program challenging—and surprisingly uplifting.A NonbelieverEven for the FaithlessLight at the
Top of the PitSpiritual ProgressionCHAPTER EIGHT:Tools for Spiritual GrowthThese OA
members use the Steps, the tools, and literature to grow spiritually.The Steps to FreedomGod
Always Shows UpNot Work, Just LifeThat’s Spirituality!My God BoxHoly MomentsA Gardener’s
TaleThe Twelve Steps of Overeaters AnonymousThe Twelve Traditions of Overeaters
AnonymousCHAPTER ONEThe Search for a Higher PowerThese OA members were pleasantly
surprised to learn that they could welcome a Higher Power of their understanding into their
lives.Spiritual AwakeningI’ve often heard people talk about trudging through the Steps, and how
they wish they could have a “burning bush” type of spiritual experience, rather than the slow,
educational type that most OA members get by working the Steps—as if this would vault them
into happiness, joy, and freedom forever.I had such an experience several years ago, when I was
locked up in a treatment center and forced to do Fourth and Fifth Steps to gain my freedom. I
had completed my Fifth Step. The minister hearing it asked me if I wished to pray with him, and I
said I would, although I thought it was pretty ridiculous and silently hoped no one would come
into the room and see us.The moment he knelt and took my hand, my God rushed into the room.
I won’t attempt to explain this—what it felt like to be in the same room with God’s presence
surrounding me, because that would be impossible. As the minister began praying, I could hear
his words clearly, yet they were not registering in my consciousness. Then thoughts began
pouring into my head. They were not my thoughts; I had no control over them. I was told three
things:“All your life you have wondered who or what God is, and if he exists. I do exist, and I am
Love. Any love you witness for the rest of your life, whether from mother to child or friend to
friend, that is me. And I love you.“You have been asking to be forgiven for this and forgiven for
that. I tell you that I forgive you before you ever do the things you need forgiveness for. All you
need to be forgiven for is one thing, and you must forgive yourself as I already have. The only gift
I have given you is your life, to love and be loved and to love yourself. And you have not done
that. I love you unconditionally and forgive you unconditionally. Love yourself and forgive
yourself.“During the rest of your life here, you will have times when you doubt this experience
you are now having. You will say you were in a nut ward and you were brainwashed; that this was
a psychotic trick of your mind. But you will always be sure of one thing: you will know that for five
minutes of your life, you were completely, one-hundred-percent sure that what you were
witnessing was true and real. You will be more sure about this experience than you are sure the



people you relate this experience to are really there in front of you.”Then the presence left, and I
heard the minister say “Amen.” I sobbed uncontrollably for thirty minutes or more. I’ve never felt
more humble, loved, or worthy before that moment or since.So, was this my spiritual awakening?
No. Not hardly. Thirty days later I was off in my addiction again, more miserable than ever. I spent
years professing that this experience had done nothing for me, as evidenced by the tortured
existence I struggled through after that. One thing I could not do, though, was to repeat the old
standbys I once used when life was hard: “God doesn’t love me” or “There is no God.”Now, I
know that experience dramatically altered my life and led me to where I am today. I’ve struggled
through recovery for some time, through good times and bad, and through fleeting moments of
revelation where I felt that presence again, but this time within myself. Today, I stand in the
middle of a full-fledged spiritual awakening. I have begun working the Steps in earnest, albeit
grudgingly. I have begun to follow suggestions provided by other members. I’m beginning to
realize that God tapped me on the shoulder that day and told me all I would ever need to know.
Now I know that to learn how to apply the great wisdom God revealed to me that day, I need to
join my fellows.I was a loner my entire life. I felt either superior or inferior to others, but never
equal. Now I know that the presence I felt outside of myself that day is within me and within you.
Only together can we unlock our disease’s grip on that presence and allow it to manifest itself in
our lives. Now, growing weary of depression, loneliness, and pain, I am ready to reach out to you
and ask for your help. I desperately need it.Spiritual awakening? Mine began when I was born.
When, as a child, I withdrew from the ugly world because I was different than everyone else. I
was awakening that day in high school when I decided there was a God but that he hated me,
and took off down the glory road to an addictive life. When I got married. When I got divorced.
When I graduated from college. And when I was locked up in a mental hospital. Since I know
God loves me unconditionally, I know everything that has happened in my life has happened just
the way it was supposed to in order to lead me to where I am right now.A power that loves me
with the love I felt for those five minutes would never allow me to face something I can’t handle. It
would never allow anything to happen to me unless it would help in my awakening. And I know
that my Higher Power patiently and lovingly awaits my willingness to take Step Three, allowing it
to give me all the love I could ever dream of.Thank you, my new friends in OA. Thank you for
reaching out even though I slapped your hand. Thank you for loving me when I didn’t feel worthy
and didn’t want your love. Thank you for being there whenever I decided to show up. Thank you
for penetrating the thick walls that years of hatred and isolation had built around my spirit inside. I
pray that whenever I see a member who is unapproachable, who never smiles, who sends out
glares intended to scare others away, that I will see myself. That I will see that lonely frightened
me, with those same thick walls. That I will reach out as you have, offer my love and say, “Keep
coming back.”I believe that if you are alive, you are having a spiritual awakening. Let’s all help
each other learn that our good times, and supposed bad times, are all important to us, as we
awaken to our true spiritual selves. And when it says in the Big Book at the end of “A Vision for
You,” “May God bless you and keep you until then,” remember: then is now.— Colorado



USAComing to Know GodAfter over a year in OA, I was diligent about working all the tools of
recovery, but I felt that something was missing. I was aware that meditation is mentioned in Step
Eleven, but since it wasn’t one of the tools, I didn’t pay too much attention to it.“God could and
would if he were sought” is one of the promises of the program. God could restore me to sanity, if
I would seek him. But where, when, and how can I seek God?If I want a relationship with God, I
must do exactly what I do when I want relationships with people: I have to spend time with him,
talk to him, listen to him. When I take quiet time only with him, and nobody disturbs us, I can be
completely honest. I can share my best and my worst.It doesn’t matter where I do this. Wherever
I am, I can visualize whatever kind of place I prefer. The important thing is that I am quiet enough
to consciously put myself in his presence, seeking his will for me; I ask for his guidance and
protection.When I didn’t know God yet, I had to act as if I knew him. Slowly, I came to know my
nourishing, loving, caring God, who works with me and loves me unconditionally. He encourages
rather than threatens.I could not have the recovery I have today if it weren’t for God. And I
couldn’t have the relationship I have with God without the time I spend in meditation.—
Wisconsin USAPositive Higher PowerMy search for God began with a conversation I had with
my old sponsor. I told him I was having a hard time with the whole idea of surrendering control of
my life to a power greater than myself. It wasn’t the surrender I had such difficulty with; it was
believing that this “Higher Power” would actually be able to do anything in my life.You know, all I
ever wanted was to find something that could make me feel better about myself. Nothing I tried
worked for very long, though. My sponsor called these my negative higher powers. After all, he
said, I had a lot of experience using higher powers to make my life more tolerable; but in the end,
I always wound up in a worse situation than when I started. So, my problem was not whether I
believed that a higher power could work, but which one. He told me to stop using all those
negative higher powers and begin to use the one suggested in the Big Book. Or I could choose
one of my own. The point was that I needed to start somewhere.If you think that came at all
easily to me, I have some oceanfront property in Nevada I’d like to sell you. It was the hardest
thing I’ve ever done, and I’m still doing it. I had to begin by scrapping all of my old ideas about
what God was supposed to do for me, and what I was supposed to do for God. We each had a
part to play in this relationship. What arrogance it was to think I could determine what God’s
responsibilities were in my life! When I went to the Big Book, I found out what my duties were,
not God’s.The book said that my sole purpose for living is to do God’s will in my life and help my
fellow man. That was as clear to me as mud. I discovered that it didn’t matter to God where I
worked, as long as it was something I could do well and it kept me out of jail. He wanted me to
be happy in my work and to give an honest day’s work for an honest day’s pay. I cannot expect to
receive first-class wages for second- or third-class production; that wouldn’t be honest. And
dishonesty is not God’s will for any of us.My duties in my relationship with God are fairly clear to
me now. I need to live without harming myself or others as much as possible, and I need to be of
maximum service to my fellows. That does not mean I need to be a doormat. There are people in
this world who will treat me without respect, no matter how I treat them. I don’t have to try to



change their minds, but neither do I need to treat them as they treat me. I need to love them as
they are, not as I would have them be. I am here to try to understand, rather than to be
understood; and to love, rather than to be loved. I’m not always successful in treating everyone
with the dignity and respect they deserve, but I’m trying.God does not need me to tell him
whether he is doing his job well. Rather, I need to be on the lookout for areas in my life where
selfishness and self-centeredness start creeping in. I need to be aware of my motives in my
dealings with others. If I’m trying to meet a need through manipulation, I will pay a penalty for
those actions, and so will those around me. Eventually, I will climb back up on the pot of self-pity,
and there is only room for one up there. I will, once again, be alone in a misery of my own
making.Isn’t it ironic that when I gave up trying to get the things in life I thought I deserved, I got
all the things that make me happy? The harder I tried to make those things happen, the more
they eluded me. All this improvement comes to me slowly and with a lot of emotional upheaval.
(Notice that I use the present tense; it is still happening.) There are times when I just want the
feelings to stop, but I realize that no growth happens without discomfort. And the joy on the other
side of the growth makes me want more.I am convinced that God’s will for each and every one of
us is to be happy in our lives and to share that growth with others.— Georgia USAA Self-Chosen
ConceptWhen I was a child, people around me loved to tell me what my concept of God should
be. For me, there were two things wrong with this. First, it gave me an image of a jealous,
demanding, judgmental God, certainly not a source of unconditional love. Second, because I
hated being told what to think, it aroused feelings of criticism and rebellion in me. The boy
scientist that I was couldn’t fail to notice holes in the logic of so many religious stories. As a
result, my spiritual pursuits as an adult never resulted in closeness to a Higher Power. I never
found a God I could talk to and listen to.But OA is unique. You told me to find a Higher Power of
my own understanding, emphasizing that to do so was a life-and-death matter. You silenced the
inner critic forever. How can I criticize a concept I’ve made and understood myself and am free to
modify at any time?At last I was able to feel closeness to a power greater than myself. I felt that I
actually had a chance at true happiness. From that moment, my gradual spiritual awakening
began. Like many of us, I was slow in noticing it. I seemed unchanged to myself, but it seemed
that everyone around me was having a spiritual awakening.Before OA, my efforts at meditation
were mostly disappointing. I was never able to clear my mind. Whenever my thought process
would stop, a mental visualization took its place. The void was denied me. But at an OA retreat,
an experienced meditator gave me validation; he said that focusing on an inspiring mental image
was a perfectly valid, even excellent, meditation technique. I had been doing it right, after all!So
visualizing during meditation became my way of staying close to my Higher Power. I knew my
concept of a Higher Power was feminine, but I needed a specific image.For the first time, I
looked at a statue in my bedroom with my mind free of prior religious programming. I saw a
female figure of super-human proportions, with a face that expresses the essence of
unconditional love and compassion. For most of my day, I am a responsible adult. But for those
few moments of meditation, I am a child at peace, safe in his mother’s arms.— California



USAWhat Does God Call You?I was talking with a sponsoree recently, and our conversation got
to the heart of the OA program: God as we understand God. My friend was pretty terrified by the
holiness of God. She felt inadequate, undeserving, detached from her creator.Somewhat like my
sponsoree, I had been taught as a child to set myself apart from a supreme being who was
omnipotent, who could do everything I could not. I was afraid of someone so perfect, whose
perfection I was urged to adore, while I was miserably lonely and starving for acceptance.
Perhaps I got a little, but it wasn’t enough, or it was always mingled with criticism and correction.
I remember more severity than merriment.Many of us in OA were urged by parents or teachers
to pray to such a being for help; or, if we did not have religious training, God was the one we
asked for help in times of crisis: Don’t let my sister die; save me from financial ruin; don’t let my
dad hurt me again.Somehow, for many of us who approach recovery willingly and with hope,
that concept of God—not as a loving Higher Power but as Almighty Warrior Who Has It In For Us
—has remained to torment us.After the Step work of surrendering our compulsive overeating
and our unmanageable lives, after an examination of character defects and a willingness to be
changed and to live in “a new freedom and a new happiness,” we can still be scared silly. A
frightening, overbearing, judging God is still the director in some people’s minds. Such a concept
can wither the heart. Fear is a human condition, or we would not be always praying for “courage
to change the things we can.”I suggested that my friend picture God as loving. I asked her to
imagine God’s hands as the hands of a careful artist who would no more bruise a child’s skin
than produce bad art. (A prayerful look at nature proves that God is no bad artist!) Can you allow
God to call you “darling,” I asked her; “little one” or “sweetheart?” Can you be the child who
gladdens your Higher Power’s heart at the mere sight of you? Can you conceive of God as a
great heart rather than a great punisher?If I nourish this concept of a Higher Power who sweet-
talks my starved ears and heart, I grow more certain that God’s kindness is a gift I can claim, that
I am deeply lovable and worthy of gentle treatment. So many people can be bathed in the light of
one generous smile. How many more of us (babies at heart) could bask in the accepting glow of
a God who says, “You, dear heart, are the light of my life!”A gentle-handed being is my concept
of God. This understanding always settles me into a sense of peace and trust—a gentle
awareness of my connection to other people here on earth. I ate compulsively for years over the
fear and guilt I inherited from the traditional religion of my childhood. Today, God the quiet, the
nurturing, the lover of peace—the one who calls me “sweetheart”—is always at my side. God’s
will be done.— Ohio USAOnly Seventy DaysMy OA life is only seventy days young. Still, I feel
qualified to write a letter to Lifeline as part of my service.For over forty years my life was totally
unmanageable when it came to food. In addition, many other areas were unmanageable too. I
was all but dead seventy days ago, still going through the motions and pretending I could handle
life. Only I knew the truth: I was ruined. I’d lost my husband to deceit. I’d lost my son to despair
and lies. I’d lost my home through deception. I’d lost my God because I couldn’t believe he truly
existed. I had no income.When I walked through the doors of my first OA meeting, I thought it
was all or nothing. Since I felt I had lost everything anyway, why not just give up? But I listened,



hanging on by a thread, and I heard the words I needed to hear that night. I heard: Get a sponsor
as fast as you can. So I did. I heard: Get a starter packet and a Twelve-Step book. I did these
things too. I heard: Pick up a hotline sheet before you leave, and so I did that. I heard: Grant me
the serenity to accept what I can’t change, and I asked those members’ HP to become mine as
well. He did. I asked him to make me feel satisfied eating just the right amount at my meals. He
did that for me too. I asked not to be isolated any longer. I asked and he responded, each day
and each night. I confessed: you are a power greater than I am. And now I wonder, why was
there ever any doubt?As I write this, I know this HP is waiting to hear from you, as he so patiently
waited for me until seventy days ago.— AnonymousTranscendence Is SpiritualI came to OA six
and a half years ago as a broken, hopelessly depressed woman. I could not stop my compulsive
eating. At almost five feet tall (152 cm), I came closer to 200 pounds (91 kg) than I had ever
expected to be.The meeting that night gave me the first glimmer of hope I’d had in years. Two
days later I found my first sponsor, became abstinent, and have remained so ever since. I have
maintained a 70-pound (32-kg) weight loss all this time.My spiritual recovery is one of the many
miracles of OA. It allowed me to reclaim the parts of myself that had remained deeply hidden
because of shame and the fear of being different. I now feel a great sense of rightness about the
religion of my childhood, and I understand that our path in OA transcends weight loss (physical
recovery) and a return to emotional health. We find transcendence in the spiritual path.For me
that means I have the freedom to choose the path, the willingness to explore it, and the ability to
set limits on how far to travel. The OA program teaches me to take one day at a time. If I wish to
practice a religion to enhance my spiritual growth, it’s entirely up to me. My Higher Power will
lead me where I need to be.It’s all found in the promises in the Big Book. One step at a time, one
day at a time. When I first came into program, it was difficult for me to say out loud the word
“God”! Now, God and I are always together, one step at a time. Thank you, God.—
Massachusetts USAMy Journey to BeliefWhen I came to my first OA meeting twenty years ago, I
was angry at God. I had prayed for my husband to quit drinking about fifteen years earlier, and I
became angry when God didn’t give me what I asked. I had never before prayed for anything for
myself. How dare God not give me what I asked!My growth in this program has been slow. In the
beginning, I’m sure it was because every time I heard the word God, I wanted to get up and
leave the meeting. But I was thoroughly defeated. I didn’t know what else to do. I kept coming
back because I wanted to lose weight and be happy. I saw this happening in other people’s lives
in OA, and I wanted it for myself.I was miserable when I came to OA. My husband and I were not
getting along; my older son was not speaking to me; my younger son was in the Navy (in the
Philippines); I detested my boss. I had nothing positive in my life.After a year of going to
meetings off and on, I got to Step Two at a retreat. I came to believe that a power greater than
myself could restore me to sanity. At that point, the power still was not God, but my OA group,
the people in OA, and my sponsor. It took me another year to get to Step Three, when I was
willing to turn my will and my life over to God. I still didn’t see God as this wonderful entity to take
care of me, but I didn’t think God could be any worse at handling things than I was.After I took



my first Fourth and Fifth Steps, I began to accept that God loved me just as I was. It didn’t matter
that I was not perfect and I would never be perfect. I also got involved in service beyond my
group level.
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Green Hills Girl, “Quick Shipping. The book arrive early and in great shape. Would use them
again.”

Stephanie_S, “Very inspiring.... I love OA literature, and this one didn't disappoint either. Love the
spiritual aspect of this book and how it coincides with OA. Very inspirational. Would highly
recommend.”

syoozi, “Very Good Book. I use this book for my Overeaters Anonymous meetings. Beautiful
book”

Alix Lola, “any entry brings me back to my HP. I'm still working on developing my relationship
with my HP and it's very easy for me to turn away from my HP, but this book keeps me on track.
It's slim, so I keep it in my bag. Any entry brings me back to my HP.”

B, “For seekers. First story is amazing. A collection with all kinds of viewpoints on the subject
ofspirituality from traditional beliefs to atheist and agnostic. All written by people inrecovery from
compulsive eating.”

Deborah Halter, “We overeaters know that it's our minds, not bodies .... We overeaters know that
it's our minds, not bodies, that sabotage us. This book brims with helpful narratives that can be
read over and over to combat cravings.”

M. Davis, “This book is very helpful and encouraging for anyone suffering .... This book is very
helpful and encouraging for anyone suffering from a eating disorder. The short stories are
spiritual and give you hope when you are struggling.”

Sheperde, “Very helpful book for overeaters.. I love this collection of stories of spiritual growth in
OA.”

rhonda dixon, “Good book. Good book”

Cliente de Ebook Library, “Maravilloso. Me gustó mucho, las historias narradas son muy
interesantes, me ha ayudado a entender la espiritualidad de los programas de 12 pasos de una
manera diferente a como lo había concebido. La historia que me tocó el corazón es la de
"¿Cómo te llama Dios?" casi lloré.”

The book by Overeaters Anonymous has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 111 people have provided
feedback.
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